
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 800 
“After discovering that the “”dark rule”” condensed from ordinary soul power in the artifact space could 
withstand a very small amount of special soul power, mo Xiaoxin knew that he had unintentionally 
solved a problem that even the dog officials were having a headache over. ” 
 
“Although the amount of special soul power that could be absorbed into his body after each cigarette 
was used was extremely small, not even enough to cast a spell … It would be fine as long as he smoked a 
few more. ” 
 
“In mo Xiaoxin’s opinion, this was a solution to the problem of not being able to use special soul power 
without the true “”dark rule””. ” 
 
“On the other hand, it would probably take an era to forge the true laws of darkness. They would have 
to wait for sufficient resources like the spiritking before they could start forging. This was unrealistic for 
them, after all, as time was of the essence. ” 
 
“In order to verify this, mo Xiaoxin entered the artifact space again. ” 
 
“This time, he started to record a video, recording the process of his attempt. ” 
 
“However, he was very cautious and did not reveal his face. After all, he still had some idea of his 
identity. ” 
 
“Later on, he tried all the small items, such as candy, chocolate, and so on … ” 
 
“After a series of experiments, mo Xiaoxin discovered that as long as it was a small object that used less 
than 10 special soul power, it would be able to stabilize after it was formed. The (pseudo) dark lost law 
“”that was formed in the air of the divine artifact could completely withstand it. ” 
 
“However, mo Xiaoxin also discovered that the most potent was still the cigarette. It could stabilize the 
soul power consumption at the maximum limit of 10 for special types of soul power. ” 
 
“As an evil force, smoking was indeed the real face of the big meat shield … ” 
 
Mo Xiaoxin immediately posted this on the forum and announced it. 
 
“*F * cking official, hurry up and come in. Look what I found!+ *Op: Crayon Shinchan+ ” 
 
Content: 
 
“As the number one theorizing King of this forum, in order to complete the official dog mission, I 
tirelessly conducted a special soul power experiment for 24 hours. In the end, my efforts paid off and I 
succeeded despite my talent. ” 
 
“That’s right, you didn’t hear wrong. I’ve obtained the method to use special soul power! ” 
 
The details could be seen in the video. 



 
(Experiment video attached) 
 
…… 
 
“At this moment, there were discussions on how to use special soul power on the forums. Mo Xiaoxin’s 
post immediately attracted the attention of many players. ” 
 
They clicked on the video attachment in the post in disbelief. 
 
The next scene stunned them. Crayon Shinchan had actually thought of a way to use special soul power. 
 
“Even though the video did not solve the root of the problem, at least he found a way to use special soul 
power. ” 
 
“*Suikua Taro: you dog crayon, you hit me by chance. You’re awesome!+ ” 
 
“I didn’t expect that the dark Law condensed from ordinary soul power would be of some use. Although 
it’s a small item, it can at least use special soul power. 10000000 soul coins) ” 
 
“Crayon Shinchan’s reply to my account: Catch the stupid officials, ten million is not enough, at least five 
billion soul coins, hurry up and pay up (big meat shield smoking dispiritedly.jpg) ” 
 
“*Invincible loneliness: while the dog crayon agilely demonstrated what it means to seek death, he’s also 
insatiable. I suggest that the dog’s official platform ban it forever and deprive its soul coins and 
account.] His soul was exiled to the artifact space for a hundred eras (funny) ” 
 
“Science madman: “”amazing! The dog crayon finally did something good.”” 0.0,001 soul coins) ” 
 
“Peppa the wild boar: “”I’m drunk. Let me tell you something weird. I just received a wish mission in a 
small world. I was asked to assassinate someone, but the bastard who made the wish refused to use his 
soul as a bargaining chip. He said he would give me 80 million dollars. The target was … What’s the use 
of US dollars?”” (The young paparazzo’s question mark face.jpg) ” 
 
“A big wolfdog: “”I’m even worse off. I’m still in the middle of my first deal. I can’t even count how many 
words I’ve written. I’ve stopped updating for three days. I’m ready to let all the readers in this world die 
with me. It’s their fault for not knowing how to appreciate it. It’s the world’s fault, not mine!”” (The 
surprised Clansman kneeled and wiped his tears.jpg) ” 
 
“President of the demolition office: “”I’ve also sacrificed all my pig teammates on my football team to 
the heavens and am preparing to form a new team. The only problem now is that they want me to go to 
jail. They say that killing is against the law. I’m curious. They’re not allowed to kill me even though I 
kicked such trash?”” (The young paparazzo’s question mark face.jpg) ” 
 
…… 
 
“In the beginning, the chat on the forum was full of praise, but in the end, it gradually became a post of 
ridicule. ” 



 
“The players were all crazily complaining about the dumbass quest they had received, and how they 
could bear it. ” 
 
“These disdainful wishing missions would also be loaded into the complete collection of dumbass 
missions, warning all players that they could not accept any mission. ” 
 
“Some missions, once accepted, might be hundreds of years of hard work. ” 
 
…… 
 
“Not long after mo Xiaoxin solved the problem and posted it, Lu Wu activated a new function in the 
mall. ” 
 
[Special soul Shop] 
 
“There were 32 items, such as candy, chocolate, fruit, cigarettes, drinks, and so on … ” 
 
“The function of the special soul power shop was to convert the special soul power in the players 
‘hands, and Lu Wu would take 10% of the service fee. ” 
 
“In the name of it, it was a reserve for the forging of the true lost laws … ” 
 
“Now, as long as a player bought this kind of item in the merchant shop, the “”(pseudo) dark lost law”” 
in the artifact space would operate and help the player create special soul power tools. ” 
 
“However, at this stage, he could only make small items and could not make large-scale special soul 
power items. After all, he did not have the true dark rule. ” 
 
“The players could use these small items to absorb special soul power into their bodies, whether it was 
for cultivation or for casting spells. ” 
 
“After doing all this, Lu Wu felt that a new opportunity for the players to develop had arrived. ” 
 
“Because the problem of the special soul power was solved, the special soul power in the players ‘hands 
was finally useful. ” 
 
“In this case, the players ‘enthusiasm for the wish mission also soared. Lu Wu was looking forward to the 
players’ next performance. ” 
 
“However, at this moment, nuclear Hu suddenly posted a request for help on the forums, which 
attracted the attention of a large number of players. ” 
 
*I’m in despair. I can’t play anymore. What kind of stupid mission did I take? I’m autistic!+ 
 
“Lu Wu also noticed the post at this time. When he clicked on it and saw the content, he was also 
dumbfounded. ” 
 



You can even F * cking do this? 
 
…… 
 
“Three days ago, Ling Tian world, despair peak. ” 
 
“This was a Xianxia world where cultivation and growth were tested. Although most of the creatures 
inside did not have high cultivation realms, they had great potential for growth. The greatest goal of 
many immortal cultivators was to break through the void and leave this world, heading to the legendary 
immortal world. ” 
 
“However, what the cultivators of this world didn’t know was that the so-called immortal world was just 
an outer realm. ” 
 
That was an even more brutal battlefield. It was far from the beauty they had imagined. 
 
“At this moment, almost one-tenth of the world’s powerhouses were gathered on despair peak. ” 
 
“They knelt on the ground and built an altar according to the ancient ceremony. Now, they collectively 
prayed to the God on the other side of the altar … ” 
 
“As they waited, the experts present felt uneasy. ” 
 
“As the ritual was too ancient, no one knew when it could be traced back, so they didn’t know if it would 
succeed. ” 
 
“However, at this moment, this was the only hope that everyone had. ” 
 
“If they didn’t get the help of the God behind the altar, they knew that they would die without a doubt. 
They wouldn’t be able to escape the disaster, and even their sects and clansmen would suffer. ” 
 
“As time passed, just when everyone thought that the prayer had failed, the altar suddenly released a 
red light, and a figure appeared. ” 
 
This person was wearing a black cloak and carrying a dark red coffin on his back. He had a serious 
expression. 
 
“””A collective prayer?”” When he saw the wish message, he was at a loss. ” 
 
This was the first time he had encountered a collective prayer. 
 
“After looking at the analysis information of the wisher, he was shocked again. ” 
 
“This was because, apart from a small number of wishers who had very ordinary souls, nearly one-third 
of them had very high souls, with an average soul of about 3. ” 
 
“After a simple conversion, he realized that he could get at least 30 “”big meat shield”” cigarettes if he 
fulfilled this wish. ” 



 
“At the thought of this, his interest was piqued. He immediately said in a deep voice,”” ” 
 
“””Are you guys praying? Do you know the price?”” ” 
 
“””You are the God behind the altar?”” At this moment, a ghost king took a step forward and spoke 
respectfully. ” 
 
“””That’s right. If you already know the price, then Tell Me Your Wish. Everyone, stop wasting time!”” 
Hu He nodded. ” 
 
“When the man heard this, he gritted his teeth and said,”” ” 
 
“””We already know the price. We need to use souls as sacrifices to complete the mission!”” ” 
 
“””Tell Me Your Wish!”” Hu He spoke again. ” 
 
“””A demon master has been born in this world. He’s too powerful. If he continues to wreak havoc like 
this, none of us will be able to escape. We’re willing to use our souls in exchange for the future peace of 
our sects and clansmen. I hope you can help us get rid of the demon master!”” The man in the lead 
respectfully cupped his fists. ” 
 
“Upon hearing this, core Hu didn’t waste any time. An equivalent exchange mark appeared on his 
forehead and he began to weigh. ” 
 
“What made Hu He feel incredulous was that the side of his soul, which was almost 300 in total, was 
slowly rising … ” 
 
This clearly already explained the difficulty of this mission. 
 
“Realizing the difficulty of the quest, nuclear Hu had the idea of asking the players for help. ” 
 
“However, before that, he planned to investigate the background of this demon master. ” 
 
…… 
 
“Two days later, with the information provided by the wishers, Hu He arrived at the devil Sky City, which 
was the main city where the devil Lord was. ” 
 
“Knowing that his opponent would be extremely difficult to deal with, Hu He didn’t choose to expose 
himself easily. Instead, he sneaked into the city. ” 
 
“As he scouted the area, what surprised Hu He was that the creatures in this world were generally not 
very strong. ” 
 
“The experts he had encountered were basically at the ghost king realm. As for the ghost emperor 
realm, he had yet to encounter one. ” 
 



“With his strength in the divine realm, he naturally wouldn’t be discovered. Therefore, he easily entered 
the demon master’s main hall, which was the area where his assassination target was. ” 
 
“Soon, he found the target ‘demon master’, who was sleeping with his eyes closed in the blood pool in 
the main hall. ” 
 
“It was a three-year-old child. At this moment, he was floating in the blood pool with his eyes closed. He 
held a pacifier-like thing in his mouth, which looked harmless. ” 
 
“The entire process from entering the hall to finding the target was too easy, so easy that Hu He 
couldn’t believe it. ” 
 
“Thinking of this, he quietly activated his analysis ability, ready to test the strength of the target. ” 
 
[Black Dove (child of the realm)]: 
 
“Character introduction: the son of this world’s destiny, protected by all the laws of the world, with 
infinite growth potential. At the age of three, he had already reached the mid-stage of the ghost 
emperor realm. His potential is infinite. ” 
 
[Character personality: doing as he pleases] 
 
*Character divine ability: divine tomb (inheritances of an ancient God’s tomb that was formed at the 
birth of the Ling Tian world …)+ 
 
…… 
 
“Seeing this child’s cultivation realm, he was shocked. ” 
 
A three-year-old intermediate stage ghost emperor? What kind of potential did he have? he could even 
be compared to the players. 
 
“It must be known that when the war was played, only the top players in the world could reach the 
ghost emperor realm in three years. Most of them were still at the ghost king and ghost general realm. ” 
 
“Even though he was shocked by the demon Lord’s potential, what made Hu He suspicious was that this 
little kid looked like he could be killed easily. Was he worth 300 special soul points? ” 
 
Hu He suspected that he would kill him the moment he made his move! 
 
Could it be that there was a problem with the scale that had lost its nomological laws? 


